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Notas de la presentación
I would like first  to express my appreciation to the Ministry of Culture for inviting me to this magnificent gathering here in Madrid.
 
On behalf of the DG of UNESCO and on my colleagues in the Information Society Division I would like to commend the pioneering work initiated by Cooperacion Biblotecaria y el Grupo de Trabajo de Patrimonio Digital.



Created in 1946
Headquarters in Paris
Field Offices : 56
Staff : 2000 ( 500 in the Field )
Regular Budget:   270 Million Dollars 
Extra- budgetary resourcees: 300 Million dollars  
191 Member States
Permanent Delegations
National Commissions

United Nations United Nations EducationalEducational, , ScientificScientific and Cultural and Cultural OrganizationOrganization
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Notas de la presentación
Created in London before moving to Paris where it still has its HQ
Small offices with an average of 10 staff members in each office.
Some are a bit larger like the offices in BGK, Cairo, Caracas,  Dakar, New Delhi and Nairobi.
Small budget, but very good connections with Member States.
Membership is now 191 MS
Today, UNESCO functions as a laboratory of ideas and a standard-setter to forge universal agreements on emerging ethical issues. The Organization also serves as a clearinghouse – for the dissemination and sharing of information and knowledge – while helping Member States to build their human and institutional capacities in diverse fields. In short, UNESCO promotes international co-operation among its 191 Member States and six Associate Members in the fields of education, science, culture and communication. 
Network of UNESCO Clubs and Associations
Associated Schools Project  Network, 6,700 educational institutions
UNAL




The UNESCO Public Library Manifesto proclaims UNESCO’s belief in 
the public library ‘as a living force for education, culture and information, 
and as an essential agent for the fostering of peace and spiritual welfare 
through the minds of men and women’. 

What should be the role of the library and the role of UNESCO in the 
new information context ?
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Library development has always been part of UNESCO’s action. 
Archibald MacLeish and Luther Evans, 2 Congress librarians left their marks on UNESCO’s programmes. Evans was elected DG for a 6-year mandate from 1953- 1958. 
Library development is now a component of its new Information for All Programme, born as a result of media convergence  and digital technologies and from the merger of two previous programmes: the General Information Programme, better known under its French acronym, PGI - Programme général d’information and the Informatics Intergovernmental Programme, IIP.

The development of information technologies, and in particular the Internet, has created a completely new environment in which the role of traditional information services must be thoroughly revised. The potential of networking, cooperation and digitisation modify substantially the functions of acquiring, storing and disseminating information and knowledge. Here, special attention must be paid to the least developed countries so that they do not lag behind technological advances and UNESCO is leading on this work for example in the context of the World Summit of the Information Society (WSIS).



WSIS: Dates

First Phase:

Geneva, 10-12 Dec. 2003
– To address the broad 

range of themes
– To adopt a Declaration 

of Principles and an 
Action Plan   

Second Phase: 
Tunis, 16-18 Nov 2005
• To focus on 

development themes
• To assess progress 

made
• To reveiw the Action 

Plan  
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The World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) was held in two phases. The first phase took place in Geneva hosted by the Government of Switzerland from 10 to 12 December 2003, and the second phase took place in Tunis hosted by the Government of Tunisia, from 16 to 18 November 2005. �[1] http://www.wsis.org

In many ways, the two meetings of the World Summit on the Information Society are landmark events in the global dialogue. For the first time ever, issues such as equitable access for all persons to information and knowledge, digital divide and fair sharing of the benefits of information and communication are being discussed by all nations of the world.
The adoption of the Declaration of Principles and Plan of Action at the first Summit meeting in Geneva and the Tunis Commitment and Agenda for the Information Society in the 2nd Summit and the commitment to taking concrete actions to narrow the digital divide and use information and communication to attain international development goals, are major achievements. They are also global acknowledgement of the critical role of information and knowledge in all aspects of human development.



Reasons for Summit

Digital revolution changed way people think, behave, 
communicate, work and earn their livelihood

New ways to create knowledge, educate people and 
disseminate information
Restructuring of the way the world conducts 
economic and business practices, runs governments 
and engages politically

Access to information and knowledge is a prerequisite to 
achieving the Millennium Development Goals
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Over the past decade, ICT has triggered a revolution, affecting education, culture, social and many other spheres of our lives, and this revolution is only just beginning. While technology and infrastructure are very important, UNESCO’s understanding of the changes of societies goes beyond technological transformations. 

Since the beginning of the WSIS process, UNESCO has continuously promoted the concept of “Knowledge Societies”.. 
The growth of knowledge societies depends on the production of new knowledge, its transmission through education and training and its preservation and dissemination through ICT.  Scientific research and discovery, and associated technological applications, are the driving forces behind the creation of knowledge societies.




Limited access 
to knowledge 

and information
Poverty 

Marginalization
Exclusion

Access 
to knowledge 
and Information
Prosperity
Globalization
Inclusion Knowledge Divide  or   Digital Divide

A World of ContrastsA World of Contrasts
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The role of WSIS cannot be overstated in placing the issues of access to knowledge and its role in responding to development challenges, as well as the digital divide, centre-stage on the international agenda. The Summit in Geneva and Tunis provided an important platform for promoting UNESCO’s concept of knowledge societies. 

Presently, UNESCO’s focus is on making its concept of knowledge societies operational and it concentrates on implementing many of the recommendations of the Geneva Action Plan and Tunis Agenda.  UNESCO’s actions include up-stream policy initiatives including the preparation of studies, recommendations, guidelines, implementation of grass roots projects and training initiatives, provision of information management tools as well as knowledge management and monitoring services. 




Linkage of Education to DevelopmentLinkage of Education to Development
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The need for provision of lifelong learning and for education that is accessible, affordable and of high quality is rapidly increasing.  ICT helps changing modes of learning as it provides open and flexible solutions and can be highly cost effective. This does not mean that we do not need to build schools.  But we need to combine traditional and new methods.
UNESCO, through instruments such as the Recommendation concerning the Promotion and Use of Multilingualism and Universal Access to Cyberspace UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, the Charter on the preservation of digital heritage, and the Convention on the protection and promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions, has established foundation principles for building knowledge societies that have been echoed in the Summit Declarations. There are many actions being undertaken with Member States to support the implementation of these commitments within the framework of their national policies and legislations. 



Human Needs and Rights

Knowledge Societies

Pluralism
Human Needs and RightsHuman Needs and Rights

Knowledge SocietiesKnowledge Societies
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Knowledge
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Knowledge Knowledge Knowledge
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UNESCO’s concept of knowledge societies is founded on four principles: freedom of expression; universal access to information and knowledge; respect for human dignity and cultural and linguistic diversity; and quality education for all. 

Freedom of expression is the first cornerstone of knowledge societies where individual freedom must be respected and honoured. In knowledge societies, all citizens should not only have the potential but also the right to express their ideas and opinions freely.  Openness, dialogue and respect for wisdom in societies can only be ensured if freedom of expression for all citizens is guaranteed. 
Universal access to information and knowledge is another fundamental building block of Knowledge societies.  The concept of universal access is underpinned by the presence of several essential supporting components, namely: availability of communication infrastructure and connectivity; availability of content relevant to the user; affordable services within reasonable distances; users with the necessary information literacy skills to use these services and to add value by developing, exchanging and creating new services.
Public accessibility to a wide range of content needed by citizens for their lives and work, including data, publications, artistic works, radio and TV programmes, and informatics applications should be ensured.




Human Needs and Rights

Knowledge Societies

Pluralism
Human Needs and RightsHuman Needs and Rights

Knowledge SocietiesKnowledge Societies

PluralismPluralism

Universal
Access Diversity Education Expression

Freedom of Cultural Quality 

Knowledge SocietiesKnowledge Societies
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The rights of creators, severely affected by rampant e-piracy, should be reaffirmed. However, limitations and exceptions to copyright have traditionally allowed, under specific conditions strictly defined in international conventions, preferential access to copyrighted works for precise purposes such as news reporting, teaching, library activities, or use by the disabled. These provisions should be clearly applied in the digital environment.
Respect for cultural and linguistic diversity is the third essential building block of Knowledge societies. In addition to art and literature, culture encompasses lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, languages, traditions and beliefs. Cultural diversity is the common heritage of humankind and the understanding of and respect for other cultures is a prerequisite for building knowledge societies. 
A central feature is the need for policies as well as actions that support plurality and diversity, so that citizens can access and create information and knowledge in their own languages and within their own cultural frameworks. The creation of environments conducive to the development of local content in digital format and the preservation of digital heritage will benefit present and future generations.
The fourth building block of knowledge societies is quality education for all. Knowledge societies are necessarily societies with strong learning imperatives.  Knowledge societies are societies in which new paradigms of learning are emerging and exceptional investments, both intellectual and financial, in new learning will be needed.




The World Heritage
• Ever growing digital heritage and the need for a world 

campaign to safeguard endangered digital memory 
• UNESCO exists in part to enable the preservation and 

enjoyment of the cultural, scientific and information 
heritage of the world’s peoples. The growth of digital 
heritage and its vulnerability could hardly go unnoticed.

• The interest of UNESCO in this situation comes as no 
surprise 

Moderador
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A large part of the vast amounts of information produced in the world is born digital, and comes in a wide variety of formats: text, database, audio, film, image. For cultural institutions traditionally entrusted with collecting and preserving cultural heritage, the question has become extremely pressing as to which of these materials should be kept for future generations, and how to go about selecting and preserving them. This enormous trove of digital information may well be lost unless specific techniques and policies are developed to conserve it.

The interest of UNESCO in this situation comes as no surprise. UNESCO exists in part to encourage and enable the preservation and enjoyment of the cultural, scientific and information heritage of the world’s peoples. The growth of digital heritage and its vulnerability could hardly go unnoticed.



UNESCO’s Campaign
UNESCO has developed a strategy centred on:

• wide consultation with governments, policy makers, 
producers of information, heritage institutions and experts, 
the software industry and standard-setting organisations; 

• dissemination of technical guidelines; 
• implementation of pilot projects and; 
• adoption of an international charter on the preservation of 

digital heritage in October 2003
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The Guidelines were prepared by the National Library of Australia and are based on extensive review of literature, the Library’s own experience, and UNESCO’s organised consultations in various regional centres.
Activities carried out since the adoption of the Charter include mainly human capacity building through training workshops held in Brazil, China, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Malaysia and Tunisia. 
Of particular interest is cooperation with the Committee on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA) and InterPARES, the International Research on Permanent Authentic Records in Electronic Systems. This programme aims at developing the theoretical and methodological knowledge essential to the long-term preservation of authentic digital records. UNESCO has contracted InterPARES to support the dissemination and adaptation of its findings to the Caribbean and Latin America countries. The countries directly involved in this initiative are Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Mexico and Peru. Beginning on November 7, 2005 the InterPARES Project will be hosting five scholars from the Caribbean and Latin America for a three-week workshop. While in Vancouver, they will be learning about the InterPARES research methodology, products and findings in order to bring back to their own countries the new knowledge generated in the context of the project. These same scholars will return on February 6, 2006 for further elaboration of the knowledge acquired and adaptation to the Caribbean and Latin America environments.



The domain of digital heritage
• Heritage: monuments, museum collections, archives, 

collections …or practices that a society inherits from its 
past, and which it intends to preserve and transmit to 
future generations, with the aim of constituting a common 
foundation of values 

• Lasting value
• Significant part of digital heritage consists of the 

product of the digital reproduction of pre-existing works 
• The second component of digital heritage comes from data 

which only exist in digital form 
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In its traditional sense, heritage, whether tangible or intangible, can be defined as monuments, cultural and natural sites, museum collections, archives, manuscripts… or practices that a society inherits from its past, and which it intends to preserve and transmit to future generations. This transmission aims at constituting a common foundation of values and references on which there can develop a feeling of membership and sharing of common social values 
In its traditional sense, heritage can be defined as all data (monuments, cultural and natural sites museum collections, archives, manuscripts…) or practices that a society inherits from its past, and which it intends to preserve and transmit to future generations, with the aim of constituting a common foundation of values and references on which there can develop a feeling of membership and sharing of common social values. 
The principles by which these assets are selected and which guide the actions of cultural and heritage organizations, rest on the fundamental characteristic of lasting value and significance.
A significant part of digital heritage consists of the product of the digital reproduction of pre-existing works, which may consist of texts, images, sounds, or which may be of an audiovisual, graphic, photographic or cinematographic nature. This digital “double” does not claim to be an identical copy of the initial work, but only a representation of it
The second component comes from data which exist only in digital form, whether they are Internet sites, electronic publications, multimedia productions, or cultural or scientific databases containing and organizing textual or graphic documents, sounds, still images or audiovisual or multimedia productions.




The domain of digital heritage
• Traditional preservation methods cannot be applied as such 
• Web pages lifespan extremely short 
• Software and hardware constantly replaced by more powerful 

new generations- incompatible with their predecessors. 
• Volume of data to be sifted is staggering
• Copyright- a dazzling array of rights may be associated with 

websites combining mixed materials from various sources
• The complexity of these problems means that preservation 

must involve producers of digital information, including 
software, as they design their products 
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Traditional preservation methods, such as the “legal deposit” used by national libraries to ensure that copies of all printed materials are kept, cannot be applied as such to digital material for a variety of reasons, notably because Web “publications”, often draw on data stored on servers in different parts of the world. The sheer volume of data concerned also poses a problem. It is estimated that the Internet features more than one billion pages whose average lifespan is extremely short, estimated at 44 days to two years. 
There are technical problems in ensuring that the digital material that is saved in archives remains accessible in its original form. Software and hardware are constantly replaced by more powerful new generations which ultimately become incompatible with their predecessors. This means that within just a few years, material - which often includes sound and moving graphics or pictures, as well as links to Internet sites and, or, databases - becomes inaccessible. 



A Paradigm Shift

• Before the Internet, it was still possible to bide our time. 
Preserving these new disconcerting carriers in a more traditional 
form remained an option
• With the Internet, the question is clear: the time is close when 
we will no longer go out from the virtual spaces in order to be able 
to use them
• The Internet sharpens the issues of the digital world and heritage
• Need to reconsider our certainties about ‘preservation’
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Before the Internet developed, it was still possible to bide our time. Preserving these new disconcerting carriers in a more traditional form remained an option. Although digital technology was spreading very quickly to all spheres of creation and science, it was possible to circumvent it: the virtual was still often just another stage in a circular process from reality to reality. Even the earliest virtual worlds, 3D productions, were finished on film or videotape to be made accessible to the public.

With the Internet, the question is clear: the time is close when we will no longer go out from these virtual spaces in order to be able to use them. We still often print out documents on paper, because reading from paper still feels a little more comfortable, but for how much longer? The Internet sharpens the issues of the digital world and heritage. It obliges us to reconsider all our certainties about the very meaning of the word “preserve”, a meaning which comes us from the remotest of past ages when humans for the first time inscribed what they knew on objects that were longer-lasting than they were, so that their memory could traverse the generations and reach us.



A Paradigm Shift

• All matter tends to disappear gradually, to dissolve, to 
disintegrate, to yellow, to age – but not digital information. 
Information either is, or is not
• Keeping digital information will be like preserving the 
flame of a fire
• Letting documents lie on shelves in appropriate physical 
conditions was the best guarantee of preservation 
• On the contrary, allowing digital information to circulate 
on new carriers, to migrate from one carrier to another, 
will be the ultimate guarantee of its permanent existence.

Moderador
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All matter tends to disappear gradually, to dissolve, to disintegrate, to yellow, to age – but not digital information. Information either is, or is not. Storing digital information will be like preserving the flame of a fire: you have to keep at it constantly, maintain it, nourish it; otherwise it will die out and be destroyed. On the other hand, it will remain eternally young.
This will not happen without significant change on the part of those institutions responsible for preserving documentary heritage. Letting documents lie on shelves in appropriate physical conditions was the best guarantee of preservation, and even allowing people to look at documents was long considered regarded as the worst enemy of conservation. On the contrary, the ability to allow digital information to circulate rapidly on new carriers, to migrate from one carrier to another, will be the ultimate guarantee of its permanent existence.
If we are not careful, our societies risk witnessing under pressure from technology cycles whole areas of memory disappearing as we move further into the new millennium 




A Paradigm Shift

• The digital domain has one congenital defect: if you do 
not save something, you erase it
• The digital domain reverses those very propositions 
which seemed the most certain: the survival of a document 
is not dependent on how long the medium carrying it will 
last, but on the capacity of that document to be transferred 
from one medium to another as often as possible 
• A new preservation paradigm is born 
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As long as information used physical media in order to move around, it left traces. Even if one does nothing about it, something always remains of those traces, something which can be made into an archive. But the digital domain has one congenital defect: if you do not save something, you erase it. In other words, the preservation of heritage must henceforth be a deliberate, voluntary act, organized in the present.
Furthermore, the digital domain reverses those very propositions which seemed the most certain: the survival of a document is not dependent on how long the medium carrying it will last, but on the capacity of that document to be transferred from one medium to another as often as possible. A new preservation paradigm is born.
From time immemorial, the methods and practices of documentary heritage conservation have given the highest priority to preservation of carriers: paper and ink, the various generations of computer disks, magnetic tapes or emulsions for film, photography or microfilm. In the digital domain it is the wine that is to be saved not the bottle.



In the grip of digital technology
• Digitization is invading all spheres of activity, in the 

production and marketing of goods and services, in artistic, 
intellectual and scientific creation, and in public  
administration

• Currently, scientific institutions face the challenge of 
managing incredible quantities of diverse data 

• The safe keeping of this knowledge capital is just as 
important for the world of science as creating and 
interpreting that knowledge 
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The digitization of all data produced by human intelligence, whatever their original form, simultaneously affects the process of creating content, the way in which content is disseminated, and the ways it can be preserved over time. This digitization is happening to a greater or lesser degree in all spheres of activity, in the production and marketing of goods and services, in artistic, intellectual and scientific creation, and in public administration.
The effects of this on our modes of production of and access to culture and knowledge cannot yet be fully measured.



Text, sound and music 

• Birth of office automation end of the 1970s and beginning 
of the 1980s 
• The world of publishing and the press were the next to be 
affected by this revolution in page design and printing
• Libraries are digitizing their collections for on line access
• Sound recording, a pioneer in the digital field
• Music, largest cultural industry by number of files 
exchanged on the Internet 
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The end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s saw the birth of office automation. After purely office activities, the world of publishing and the press were the next to be massively affected by this revolution in page design and printing.
Over the last few years, libraries have digitized their collections and put them on line; ever more powerful search engines excavate millions of pages to satisfy our curiosity. A gigantic universal library is setting itself up before our very eyes. 
Sound recording, a pioneer in the digital field, very early entered general use. Today, music has become the largest cultural industry by number of files exchanged on the Internet (millions MP3 files exchanged every day).
.



Virtual images

• As in the case of music, digitization begins with synthesis in 
non-real time, and later spreads to the recording, processing 
and reproduction of images and natural sounds
• Photo agencies circulate digital images across networks
• Extension of these applications in the 1980s to television 
and cinema production and introduction of special effects 
• Digitization affects gradually all components, from 
production to editing, from editing to transmission control, 
from transmission control to broadcasting networks, and 
finally to the private individual’s TV set.
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Sound was followed be images. Digitization was initially limited to the processing of fixed images, while the development of scanners and image processing software made this increasingly accessible to the general public. Similarly, the relatively lighter weight of fixed image files very soon opened up the possibility for photographic agencies to circulate images across their networks.
Rapid extension of these applications in the 1980s to the needs of television and cinema production led to the introduction of special effects – for example, “Tron”, the first film made entirely with virtual images was released in 1982 by Walt Disney Studios – and ultimately techniques of encoding and compressing film and video images made it possible to marry together at the post-production stage virtual and natural images.
From then on, and with the development of standards for digital compression and image processing, the digitization of the audiovisual system was set to affect all its components, from production to editing, from editing to transmission control, from transmission control to broadcasting networks, and finally to the private individual’s TV set



E-commerce and e-governance

• In-house e-mail and intranets are contributing to profound changes in 
methods of production and information flow
• Electronic communications between people cause a kind of smoothing 
of hierarchical relations
• This dilution is not without affecting archiving practices. 
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Today, on-line public services and administration are forming part of our landscape. They are however only the visible face of the process of computerization of organizations. In-house e-mail and intranets are contributing to profound changes in methods of production and information flow. Traditional power centres, founded on the possession of rare and invaluable information, are being called into question, as are pyramidal work organizations which are losing ground to more collaborative ways of working.
This is not without affecting archiving practices. These are based for example on the origin and hierarchical position of the information producer: the higher the level in the hierarchy of the decision-makers, the greater the testimonial value of documents they generate, and consequently the more they deserve to be preserved. Will the weakening of this selection criterion lead archivists to want to preserve everything, for fear of losing the essential?



• Virtual museums and laboratories
• Digital libraries
• E-campuses and e-learning without frontiers
• All this contributes to building an ever-increasing digital 

heritage 

E-culture and e-learning
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The Internet finds naturally its place in the field of culture and education while supporting the emergence of new cultural practices.
Virtual museums represent one of the most innovative manifestations of this, and their dynamism led to the creation in 2001 of the domain name “.mus” for museum (see the site of ICOM, the International Council of Museums) reserved for the museum community in order to allow them to improve their visibility and presence on the Internet. By facilitating access to their works and exhibitions, and by using teaching devices based on interactivity and hypermedia, they are contributing to a renewal of modes of appropriation and understanding of cultural assets. By reducing the barriers of geographical distance and by allowing new cultural practices to emerge, they provide powerful support to policies for the democratization of culture.
What is true for museums is also true for libraries, which for several years now have been exploiting the potentialities of the Internet to broaden access to their collections, by putting on line their bibliographical databases, and gradually, their collections of digitized works. Moreover, they make it possible to access to rare and invaluable works, often kept in storerooms so that they are not exposed to the risk of physical damage.



• Volume is not the main problem, 
• For all that, is all this production suitable material to 

become heritage? 
• If we consider the production resulting from the 

digitization programmes of cultural institutions, we are 
clearly on familiar ground 

• the approach is quite different when it comes to the 
Internet 

Infinite heritage? 
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But important as it is, the problem of volume, from a purely technological point of view, is not without a solution, since progress in electronics is such as to allow a constant increase in the capacity of storage media, for a progressively lower cost per stored megabyte.
For all that, is all this production suitable material to become heritage? And even if it is, which avenues should it follow, which treatments should it undergo to enter the domain of heritage? Should it be randomly left to technological progress or should it be the result of a voluntary, controlled heritage preservation process?
If we consider the production resulting from the digitization programmes of cultural institutions, we are clearly on familiar ground: the works concerned are defined, identified, listed, even if the specialist techniques employed are not yet completely familiar. 
Ultimately, and in every case, the objective is to end up with a duly described digital archive of each object, which will be recorded either on a movable physical medium or on a data server.
However, the approach is quite different when it comes to the Internet. Here, the unity of the document is lost in hyperlinks, flow replaces the finished object. In this universe, traditional methods of collection or acquisition no longer apply, and there are scarcely any other solutions available to heritage organizations than to set up automatic collection devices. These are based on software "harvesters" which traverse the Web, carrying out regular recordings. Their work is guided by a search plan which makes it possible to select the pages to be recorded in order to ensure their conservation.



• The unity of the document lost in hyperlinks, flow replaces 
the finished object 

• Various harvesting procedures can be employed:
- Random samples providing a snapshot of the Web at any 

given moment  
- Selection strategies based on well-defined criteria, either 

by subject, form, language, or nationality  (domain name)

The elusive Web 
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Various procedures can be employed. Thus, random samples may be taken, the search software then providing a snapshot of the temporary state of the Web at any given moment. This was how the American pioneers went about building up the first archives of the Web, Brewster Kahle’s Internet Archive.
Other heritage organizations have implemented selection strategies based on well-defined criteria, either by subject, form, language, or nationality. These make it possible to create partitions in the whole of the Web, so as to control its mass in the long term. They also make it possible to control the harvester robot inside a site, as it surfs from link to link.
Other collection strategies can be based on criteria of content or theme, which makes it possible to constitute specific archives.  Lastly, this selection can be carried out according to formal criteria, by considering the form of expression as such. In France for example, INA (the National Audio-visual Institute), concentrates on the conservation of Web radio and TV, whereas the BNF is more interested in the products of electronic publishing.
In this digital universe, it can clearly be seen that all the efforts of heritage institutions will be concentrated on taming this flow, channelling it into thematic, geographical, linguistic or formal categories, and organizing this prolific and polymorphous data mine
In the analogue universe, the transfer operations carried out to make backup copies always caused losses in quality of the content. But although digital technology makes it possible to avoid quality losses in the signal, it still cannot guarantee its survival. Even though its supporting medium may have remained intact, it may have become impossible to decode it, given the considerable instability in encoding standards and formats when the document was born.



• The Internet is in a state of permanent technological 
evolution

• Directories, search engines indexing the Web
• A content published today on the Internet has no chance of 

being readable in ten years, unless regular format 
migrations are organized in the meantime

The elusive Web 
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Notas de la presentación
From time immemorial, the methods and practices of documentary heritage conservation have given the highest priority to preservation of carriers: paper and ink, the various generations of computer disks, magnetic tapes or emulsions for film, photography or microfilm. In the digital domain it is the wine that is to be saved not the bottle.
Digital storage media are not eternal. According to studies by heritage institutions such as the Library of Congress and the BNF, it appears that the plastic used to manufacture audio CDs, CDIs, photo CDs and CD-ROMs pressed and duplicated from a master disk, may only have a lifespan of about 10 to 25 years under average conditions of conservation and use. Rewritable disks may only have a lifespan of about 3 years before being burned (because of ageing of the sensitive layer, comparable to that of a photographic film before exposure and development) and a lifespan of about 5 to 10 years once burned, before deterioration sets in. Thus the new media used for electronic documents are more fragile than the old media, have even shorter expected life spans, and therefore require actions to conserve, restore and periodically refresh them.



A final word

• We are witnessing the end of the paradigm of the written archive
• Throughout the twentieth century new media have wisely joined this 

prestigious tradition 
• This paradigm has already been transformed, and the systems in place 

are unable to deal with the brutal advance of digital technologies
• A whole new regime of preservation will have to be constructed 
• If this shift does not take place, our societies will suffer irremediable 

damage in their collective social memory

Thank you
a.abid@unesco.org

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Our societies have witnessed the end of the paradigm of the written archive, a paradigm that had developed over hundreds of years. Throughout the twentieth century new media have wisely and modestly joined this prestigious tradition.  This paradigm has already been transformed, and the devices in place are unable to deal with the brutal advance of information technologies, and the quantitative inflation which they cause. This goes beyond those institutions specializing in the management of memory: a whole new regime of information will have to be constructed, and quickly, completely transforming old memory and archiving systems. If this shift does not take place, our societies will suffer irremediable damage in their collective social memory.
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